Place flies in spring with hook
bend in the spring coils

Using 5-minute epoxy to produce fly bodies and jigs is an increasingly
popular practice in fly tying and lure making. The most critical and final
step of this process is rotating the fly or jig while the epoxy is hardening.

HS-1 Epoxy Fly Tying Tips:
Follow these steps for great flies fast!
1. Tie material to hooks for all flies that you plan to make in the tying session.
2. Slowly mix two part 5-minute epoxy on a clean surface for about 30sec.
3. Apply the first coat of epoxy to each fly body and quickly place each of
them on the HS-1 wheel. Just grab and hold the wheel to stop it in any
position. To maintain better control of the fly’s shape, hold the material in
the desired position until the epoxy becomes slightly tacky.
4. Let all of the flies rotate on the HS-1for approx. 5 to 10 min. until tack-free.
5. If desired, add eyes to each of the flies.
6. Mix the second batch of epoxy as in #2.
7. Apply the second coat of epoxy to each of the flies and add them
individually to HS-1 wheel.
8. Let all of the flies rotate on the HS-1for approx. 5 to 10 min. Until tack-free.
9. Enjoy fishing with your new epoxy flies!
To Replace Batteries:
As shown in drawing, grasp the pack by the bracket side and pull up.
Slide the cover off the battery pack. Replace the 4 AA batteries. Be sure
to replace the cover and snap the battery pack back in place.
To Prepare the HS-1 for Travel:
Loosen the rear coupler screw behind the wheel and slide the entire
wheel and coupler off the motor shaft. Be careful not to lose the screw.
General Care of your Head Spin:
If you do not plan to use your head spin for a long period of time
(six months or more) we recommend removing the batteries to avoid
terminal corrosion. Avoid exposing to water or excessive heat. Keep
the motor shaft clean and lubricate annually with a drop of quality oil.
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Replacement Parts / Service:
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you need replacement parts or
to arrange for service of the HS-1. You can reach our customer service
dept. At 866-DRY-FLYS or email us at info@nuwavetackle.com.

Thank you for purchasing your Head Spin HS-1. We anticipate
that this product will deliver many years of reliable service and hope
that it adds enjoyment to your lure making and fishing. We sincerely
appreciate your business.
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